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THE ASSOCIATION
Talons Aiguilles was created in 1992 by students at EDHEC Business School to
promote young designers’ work in the North of France. This is why we have
organized the Young Designers Contest since 1993. Nowadays, candidates to the
Contest come from all over Europe, and the association has become the top ranking
fashion student association in Europe.

THE YOUNG DESIGNERS CONTEST
Every year, Talons Aiguilles works harder to put on a high-quality fashion show on a
different theme. The event takes place in a prestigious place in Lille – North of
France, such as the magnificent hall of the Palais des Beaux-Arts. This Contest thus
gives you the opportunity to express yourself on a given theme and to present your
work to a professional jury from the fashion sphere.
The system of the Contest is simple: among the applicants, around twenty designers
are selected for the show. They are divided into two categories: independent
designers and fashion students. After the jury’s deliberation, a winner is rewarded in
each category.
At the end, a cocktail party is organized so that you can meet the jury and the other
designers in a more unconventional setting.

BACK ON XXVth EDITION
Last year, a breathtaking parade took place on the theme "Second Skin" at
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
A parade in partnership with the Preciosa Red Carpet brand then took place
in the second part during the jury's deliberations.
During the 25th edition, Chantal Thomass, General Manager of the
eponymous brand, did us the honour of chairing our jury. Arthur De
Soultrait, creator of the Vicomte Arthur brand, was the guest of honour and
Valérie Berdah Lévy, director of the Marangoni Institute, was also present.
The rest of the jury was composed of Hugo Rey, director of Euralille, Marie
Astrid du Beaudiez, style director at Camaieu, Géraldine Benjamin,
communication director at the Caisse d'Epargne.
At the end of the last edition, several prices had been given,
For the student category, the winner received: a series of books on model
making by Esmod-éditions, professional books by Jomsy Fashionn a
cheque for 500 euros and vouchers for fabrics at the Saint Pierre coupons.
For the independent prize, a series of 11 books on model making in English
offered by Bloomsburry, a sewing machine worth 1000 euros from Bernina,
an internship at Tally Weilj in Switzerland and a one-week summer short
course at the IFA.
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BACK ON XXVth EDITION

THIS YEAR : the XXVIth EDITION
RETRO BOLDNESS : THE FIFTIES
Talons Aiguilles has chosen this year the theme:

« Retro boldness : the fifties »
Retro is a vast and complex theme that takes us back in time. However, the past is what
builds the current fashion, which takes its codes and adapts them to bring them up to
date. However, beyond its simple definition, the retro contains in its aspect all the
advances, fights and mentalities of the times it represents.
Retro daring is therefore what has allowed fashion to gradually advance and evolve
towards what it is today. As far as the 1950s are concerned, they represent for women the
acceptance of their femininity and the desire to change the codes linked to men and
women, but also the period of idols such as Marilyn Monroe, Katharine Hepburn or, for
men, Elvis Presley.
Boldness is necessary to innovate, it is it that reveals talent as it has revealed Coco
Chanel, Christian Dior or Yves Saint Laurent. But it is the audacity that reveals the body
hidden under the garment while remaining of an incomparable class, that makes the style
we wear and the materials we have used assume. The garment becomes the ultimate
weapon of seduction, both the acceptance and affirmation of one's personality and
physique.

The retro audacity of the 1950s means reinterpreting the family tree of fashion

of that period and daring to use sustained patterns, bright colours, adopting new shapes
of clothing and thus creating a new identity based on its past, a revolutionary and
assertive identity.
Candidates should be careful to create original and portable outfits that are based on
personal interpretation. They will not hesitate to use cultural references to support their
point.

SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICANTS
There are two categories of applicants: independent designers and fashion
students. The rules and theme apply to each category. Whatever the category, the
applicant must be the designer and creator of his own outfits.
THE APPLICATION FILE
The application file must contain:
the last page of this document, filled and signed
your resume with a picture
a cover letter explaining your career path in 50 words
a written interpretation of the theme
a moodboard
a colour gamut for the outfits and another for the accessory or the jewellery
the sketches of your outfits: hand or computer-made coloured sketches, as
well as cross-section drawings, indicating which fabric you want to use and
where
the sketches of the accessory or the jewellery
samples of fabric and for accessory or the jewellery
We highly recommend you to add your portfolio to your file, so that the preselection jury can easily grasp your creative sphere.

The files of the finalists may not be returned before the day of the fashion show
because they may be exhibited.

SPECIFICATIONS
THE TENUES
In order to be selected for the final of the Young Designers Competition, you
must imagine 3 outfits on the theme "Audace Retro: the 50s" considering the
definition given and necessarily adding your personal interpretation.
- A woman's ready-to-wear outfit
- A ready-to-wear outfit for men
- A Women's Haute Couture outfit (more thought is required on the choice of
materials, their association, details and finishes) These 3 outfits must be
designed in the spirit of a mini-collection, and must be harmonious in style,
colours and materials. You are free to decorate them with certain accessories.
You will have to do them if you are selected for the final.
MEASUREMENTS
To design your silhouettes, you will choose the standard agency mannequin
sizes:
- 90-60-90, 1.80m for women
- 95-75-98, 1.85m for men
However, it is better to plan wider than too narrow (chest for women, bust and
sleeve length for men): there is always time to add pins at the last minute!
Models are professionals. Under no circumstances should you bring your own
models.

SPECIFICATIONS
THE EURALILLE PRIZE
This year, you will have the opportunity of participating in this unpublished prize. The
application for the the Euralille prize is required to apply for the outfit prize. This year,
all finalists will be selected for the Euralille prize final. This new prize is dedicated to
the conception of an accessory, as detailed on page 10.

THE APPLICATION FILE
It must contain the same elements as those mentioned on page 7, but with sketches
of the accessory and not outfits.
Only a colour gamut, sketches of the accessories and samples of fabric shall be
provided besides the other elements already included in the application file specific
to the outfits.

SPECIFICATIONS
THE ACCESSORIES
In order to be selected for the final of this prize, you will have to design 3
accessories on the theme “Retro audacious : the fifties” considering the
given definition and your own interpretation.
-

A « head » accessory: hat, cap, headband…

-

A « neck » accessory: scarf, stole…

-

A bag: handbag, backpack… - for this accessory you should focus on
the choice of the fabrics, their association, the details and the finishing
touches

-

A jewellery: a necklace, a bracelet or a head jewellery

The accessory has to be harmonious for the style, the colours and the
fabrics of these 3 outfits.
You will have to make it if you are selected for the final.
SELECTION CRITERIA
Compliance with all the instructions previously given will be taken into
account during the selection of the files, as well as during the finale of
the Contest. The jury will also pay attention to the file’s cleanness, the
technical level of the sketches and finished outfits, the designer’s
originality, and the general look of the outfits.

SPECIFICATIONS
PRACTICAL DETAILS
DEADLINES
Deadline for posting application form: 25 January 2019
Results of the first selection: January 2019
Finale of the Young Designers Contest: 20 March 2019

CONTACTS
For further information, you can check our website:
http://www.talonsaiguillesedhec.com
Or reach:
Valentin Diérickx
+33 (0)6 18 45 02 42
valentin.dierickx@talonsaiguillesedhec.com

SENDING YOUR APPLICATION FILE
To apply, please send your complete file to the following address:
Talons Aiguilles
EDHEC Business School
24 Avenue Gustave Delory
CS 50411
59057 Roubaix Cedex 1

PRACTICAL DETAILS
Thank you for adding:
-

A €25 check for registration fees payable to “Talons Aiguilles”. For
international applicants who do not have any checks, please
contact us.

-

A stamped envelope with your address, if you wish to get your file
back.

IMAGE RIGHTS
Each applicant agrees to the use of his sketches – or pictures of his
sketches – within the frame of the Young Designers Contest, for
instance for the jury’s books, invitation

cards, or a potential

retrospective or exhibition.
Each applicant, if selected for the finale, agrees to the use - by Talons
Aiguilles or the photographer - of pictures and videos of him or his
creations.

ORGANISATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
Hairstyle, makeup and models distribution are previously established
independently of the candidates’ will. The same applies to the music
playlist of the fashion show. As a consequence, they are not subject to
contesting.

APPLICATION FORM
Last name

____________________________________________

First name

____________________________________________

Date of birth
Nationality
Address

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Phone number (international format) _________________________
Email
Category

______________________________________________
O Independant designer
O Student (precise the school)

I apply for O the outfit prize
O the accessory prize
I, the undersigned _________________________________________ declare that I have
learnt about the rules of the Contest, and that I fully accept them.
Signature:
I, the undersigned ________________________________________ undertake to attend –
if selected for the finale – the Young Designers Contest on March 20th 2019, with my three
outfits and/or accessories finished and in compliance with my sketches.
Signature:

